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Bell, along with his adventuring party of Welf the swordsmith and Lilly the supporter, has made it

into the middle floors of the Dungeon, but the schemes of another party have stranded them there!

Hestia's going to need to send help, but will the rescuers arrive in time to save Bell and his friends

from the monster that's got them cornered? The > myth of the boy and the goddess continues!
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Epic

Fujino Omori is the author of the hilarious fantasy light novel series, Is it Wrong to Try to Pick Up

Girls in a Dungeon? Suzuhito Yasuda is the artist most known for his illustrations for the Durarara!!

light novel series as well as the hit new light novel series, Is It Wrong to Pick Up Girls in a Dungeon?

Overall, I like the story in this volume. We begin to see a lot of more new characters coming into

play and old characters being developed more. The fan service was just a little bit off-putting for me,

like the blatant kind you'll find in To-Love-ru, but I still enjoyed it. What vexed me the most is

probably the fact that Bell continues to get these crazy power-ups without any hints beforehand,

granted that he has his skills and everything; it makes me wonder if he's getting these new abilities

just because he's the protagonist.

After an almost disappointing 4 book in the serie, the author came back with a really good book. Is a



shame that the translation, lot of typos and spelling problems give the sensation that the editorial

house didn't pay too much attention at details when releasing this book.

A great story that is both a well thought out fantasy and somewhat slice-of-life, with a large cast of

likeable, interesting characters and a beautiful world setting.

This series has had me on the edge of my seat. I love the story and I love how fleshed out the

characters are. I would definitely recommend this to most readers. The story is fantastical but very,

VERY enjoyable. But you can't just start from any volume. You need to start with the first one. If you

enjoy it, then the rest will be a pleasure to stay up all night reading. Thank you, Fujino Omori, for

creating such a wonderful and inspiring story.

Fantasy styled Romantic Comedy Great Characters and good story makes for a very engaging

read.

This is best volume as of right now. This is also the last volume of the anime so everything after this

point is going to be new and I can't wait. I believe people should both read and watch a novel. Both

bring something different to the table. The both broaden the overall picture. The heroes meet death

at every corner as the fight for survival that all leads to a very climatic end. All I got say is you need

to read it.

To make it short and sweet this book covers the last few episodes of the anime. You learn the

meaning behind "limit off" and the sword bell uses. Also gives massive insight that the anime had to

cut out due to time restrictions.to summarize its a FABULOUS volume any fan would love to have.

They thought they were prepared for their first foray into the Middle Castle area of the Dungeon. But

the one true thing about the Dungeon is that the rules are always changing, and plans fall apart

quickly. When a pass parade traps Bell, Wulf and Lilly in the middle levels can they survive to reach

safety, or will Death finally catch up to them?This is the story of a boy and the goddess that loves

him. This will take you to the end of the anime, but not the end of the story as there are 11 novels. I

loved this book and read it in one afternoon. I cannot wait to see what is in store next for the Little

Rookie and his friends and hope that a second season of the anime is on the works
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